For immediate release

Hong Kong singer Dicky Cheung returns
for his long-awaited solo concert at Resorts World
Genting
The concert will include songs
from the television series that made him famous
Genting Highlands, 17 August 2018 - Instantly recognisable for his brilliant portrayal of the
Monkey God Sun Wukong in the 1996 TVB drama Journey To The West, Hong Kong singer,
Dicky Cheung is returning to Resorts World Genting for his long-awaited solo concert at
Arena of Stars this October. The ‘Dicky Cheung Live in Genting 2018’ graces the Arena of
Stars on October 13, 2018, bringing the affable star’s electric personality and enduring hits
to an adoring audience.
No stranger to Malaysia, Cheung has performed at Resorts World Genting several times,
including the Big Four concert in 2013 (with Andy Hui, William So and Edmund Leung) and
last year’s Grand Pacific Mega Concert 2017 (with William So and Eddie Ng). This time,
however, he will command the stage alone, taking audiences on a musical journey that will
include songs such as What Part of Me Do You Love?, Hey Hey Kiss You, Drunken Lives and
Song of Wine. The latter two will resonate the most, being the theme songs to Cheung’s two
career-defining acting roles – as Fong Sai Yuk in Young Hero Fong Sai Yuk (1999) and as Sun
Wukong in Journey to the West (1996). Cheung’s turn as the legendary Monkey God of
Chinese mythology was his breakout role – turning a then-quiet career into superstardom,
which went on to leading roles in over 30 television series and 20 movies, including The
Duke of Mount Deer for which he sang the opening theme song One Lifetime, One Dream.
Come up to Resorts World Genting on October 13, 2018 to experience the music and songs
that have defined Dicky Cheung’s career. Tickets for ‘Dicky Cheung Live in Genting 2018’ are
now on sale, priced at RM646 (VIP), RM496 (PS1), RM366 (PS2), RM246 (PS3) and RM146
(PS4). An additional processing fee of RM3.80 applies. Tickets for children are priced at
RM47 (Children below 95cm is eligible for child ticket without a seat, while children above
95cm must purchase tickets according to available price scales). GRC (Genting Rewards
Card) members enjoy a standard 10% discount via cash, credit card or Genting Points

redemption, applicable for VIP – PS3 seats only. Admission is one ticket per person
applicable to adults, children of all ages and infants.
For more information, call 03-2718 1118 or visit www.rwgenting.com.
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